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Abstract
Open innovation is a strategy that has been extensively described in the past 10 years. It
involves the exploration of a broad range of internal and external sources of innovation,
constantly combining them with firm’s abilities and resources, and capitalizing on these
opportunities through various channels.
The objective of this study is to establish an economic model for the food and drink
industry with asymmetric partners and imperfect capital market, where the firms engage in
cooperation and pool the R&D in order to increase their profits and competitive advantage.
Literature was reviewed on the determinants of acquiring Open innovation approach by firms.
The determinants include: increase in profits, lower R&D cost, maintain or increase in
competitive advantage, technological improvement and gain of skills and knowledge. The
economical model for the F&D industry was designed and structured in three different games.
These games are: noncooperative, big firm act as a capital market and R&D pooling. The results
show that R&D pooling would be a more appropriate strategy to adopt by the small and medium
sized enterprises that dominate the food and drink sector, than patents or licenses.
The results from the study highlight the inevitability of innovations in the food and drink
industry, and the key role of adoption of external knowledge and technologies, in order to
maintain competitive advantage within the sector. Based on the results from the study, it is
recommended that due to the large number of actors involved in the development of new
products, the companies in the F&D sector should carefully organize their innovation activities
and engage in a great number of Open innovation strategies.
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1. Introduction
The food and drink (F&D) sector is one of the most important industrial sectors in
Europe. It is characterized by a complex supply chain, which includes various stakeholders such
as farmers, input suppliers, manufacturers, packagers, transporters, exporters, wholesalers,
retailers and final customers. It is a slow growing and low technology sector. Therefore, the
actors involved in the food supply chain are searching for new methods and strategies to increase
their productivity and innovativeness. In order to improve their productivity and increase their
profits, these firms need to invest in the innovation process and into research and development
(R&D).
In 2010, the European Commission (EC) placed innovation as a main point of the Europe
2020 strategy and established the Innovation Union as a one of the seven flagship initiatives for
“smart, sustainable and inclusive economy” (Innovation Union, 2011). The report prepared for
this event shows that if the EU spent 3% of its GDP by 2020 on R&D, it could create 3.7 million
jobs and increase annual GDP by around €800 billion by 2025. It was stated:
“At a time of public budget constraints, major demographic changes and increasing
global competition, Europe's competitiveness, our capacity to create millions of new jobs to
replace those lost in the crisis and, overall, our future standard of living depends on our ability
to drive innovation in products, services, business and social processes and models. This is why
innovation has been placed at the heart of the Europe 2020 strategy (...) Perhaps the biggest
challenge for the EU and its Member States is to adopt a much more strategic approach to
innovation.”(European Commission, 2010, p.2)
R&D has been described in a report by the EC in 2009 as one of the essential apparatus
for productivity growth, innovation and competitiveness of all industrial sectors. Nevertheless, it
was recognized that the food industry is not specially innovative compared to the other industry
branches (EC, 2009).
In recent times, one of the most popular approaches of organizational management is
adoption of Open innovation strategy. The key role of this paradigm is to enable access to
external knowledge, skills, technologies or professionals. Furthermore, since it is no longer
feasible for the food companies to rely only on their own R&D, they try to acquire resources,
processes, inventions, technologies and solutions from outside (Traitler & Saguy, 2009).
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Nonetheless, it was established that transformation of the R&D from close to an open strategy is
a very challenging process (Gassmann & Enkel, 2004). Therefore, companies face several
barriers, such as the absence of internal engagements (Chesbrough & Crowther, 2006), cultural,
psychological, administrative and institutional divergences between partners, as well as lack of
knowledge, habits or procedures of organization and bureaucratic aspects (Boschma, 2005).
Further examples include the problem of free-riding or legal matters (Hoffman and Schlosser,
2001), the lack of convergence schemes that allows the companies to adopt consumer oriented
food innovations, lack of integration between the R&D and marketing departments and a
shortage of know-how (Costa & Jongen, 2006).
The primary objective of this study is to answer the question whether Open innovation
approach will function well for the low technological as it does for the high technological
industry. The Open innovation paradigm was primarily implemented by the large multinational
companies, and it has been proven that it increases the firms’ profits and lowers the costs of
R&D.
The secondary objective of this research is to establish an economic model that will prove
the importance of Open innovation strategy for the food and drink industry, as well as assess
whether R&D pooling will work better than patents and Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) for
this sector. Typically, patents and IPRs application are viewed as relevant indicators of
innovation, however for the F&D industry it could be considered as too expensive and not
applicable.
In order to create the model we got inspiration from the previous work of several authors
that designed the models for the R&D cooperation with or without asymmetric partners and
spillover effect. Nevertheless, in the model we developed did not assume any spillover effect,
despite the fact that in most of the cases it plays a crucial role. However, in our set up we did not
include spillovers because we wanted to keep the model simple and its inclusion will only
reinforce the conclusions that we would have arrived at in the end. Also, examples in the
literature on the application of Open innovation strategy in the F&D, prove that spillover effect is
considerably small.
The thesis is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the EU food and drink industry, its
main characteristics, some statistics and innovation drivers. Section 3 gives an overview of
relevant literature in the context of theory of Open innovation, its application by the small and
2

medium size enterprises, and further, by the food industry. Section 4 describes three models that
were used as a background for the design of the model. Section 5 describes the model, its
assumptions, limitations, and three different games are presented. Finally, Section 6 presents
results and discusses the attained results of the study. The second part of section 6 presents the
recommendation of the study and makes suggestions for future research.

2. The EU food and drink industry
The food and drink sector is one of Europe's most important industrial sectors. On the
one hand, it is described as a relatively traditional and low added value sector, but on the other
hand it uses advanced technologies for the output production. Also, it is characterized by
a complex value chain, which includes various stakeholders such as farmers, input suppliers,
manufacturers, packagers, transporters, exporters, wholesalers, retailers and final customers. This
chain connects supply of raw materials, by its processing, onto display to the final customer and
economic distribution (Wijnands et al., 2006).
According to recent data, the EU food industry is made up of about 287 000 companies,
and provides jobs for about 4.25 million people, where the employment for total manufacturing
sector represents about 15%. Total manufacturing turnover in 2011 was 1.017 bn for the EU-27,
and contributed 1.9% to EU gross value added (FoodDrinkEurope, 2013).
The EU food sector is also characterized by fragmentation. The majority of the firms are
small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) which constitute 99% of the total number of
companies in the food sector, which account for 49.3% (€472 billion) of F&D turnover, 48.7%
(€99 billion) of F&D value added and 63.4% (2.9 million) of F&D workforce. Within these
statistics, medium-sized companies represent about 4% of F&D enterprises. However, they
contribute to 28% of the EU F&D turnover and employ 26% of the EU F&D workforce.
Although, it is important to notice that large European multinational companies that compete
worldwide with a broad variety of products contribute to EU F&D turnover in about 50.7%, even
if they represent only 1% of the total number of firms in the food sector (FoodDrinkEurope,
2013).
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Nonetheless, the size of the European common market creates many possibilities and
advantages for the enterprises that want to increase their productivity, by effective utilization of
economies of scale (European Commission, 2013). However, it has been observed that the EU
F&D industry investment in research is lower than in other food companies elsewhere in the
world, like in Japan, the US and Norway (FoodDrinkEurope, 2013). Therefore, the EU F&D
industry must stimulate the innovation processes and development of novel products in order to
thrive and increase its competitiveness (European Commission, 2013).
Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that R&D plays an important role in the food
sector, though it has different characteristics than the high-tech industries. Novel products
offered in the marketplace are mostly modification of the older ones. Also, consumers are mainly
traditional with their preferences and buying behavior. Moreover, innovations in the food
industry are mainly based on the process, management and marketing changes, rather than on a
technology-pooling. Likewise, SMEs firms which dominate F&D industry are more challenged
than the large worldwide enterprises, due to limited capital availability, opportunities of
innovation exploration, resource accessibility and managerial capabilities (Wijnands et al.,
2006).
Innovations in the food sector were investigated and it has been determined that the main
drivers in 2011 in Europe were pleasure (54,5%) and health (19.9%), where variety of sense and
sophistication of food played the main role (26% and 21% respectively) (Fig. 1). In addition,
frozen and dairy products were the most innovative food sectors in the EU. Furthermore,
enlargement of the size of the F&D firms influenced innovation activities, and process
innovation exceeded product innovation (Fassio, 2011).

4

Fig 1. Food innovation trends and the top ten most innovative food sectors in Europe in
2011

Retrieved from: FoodDrinkEurope, April 2013 pp. 10
It has been estimated that among 1,500 companies in the 2012 EU Industrial R&D
Investment Scoreboard, only 42 food and drink companies were actively investing in R&D.
However, only 9 of these firms were based within the EU and invested €1.9 billion in 2011.
Additionally, an analysis of the best 1,000 EU enterprises (Fig. 2) showed that merely 29 were
F&D companies and their investment was €2.2 billion which is an equivalent of 1.5% of the
overall private investment in R&D in the EU. The study also found that the major investments
in R&D were in the automobile (23.2%), pharmaceutical (15.0%) and technology hardware
(11.1%) sectors, hence in the high technology industries (FoodDrinkEurope, 2013).
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Fig 2. R&D private investment in the EU manufacturing sector for the EU’s top 1000
companies, 2011 (%)

Retrieved from: FoodDrinkEurope, April 2013 pp. 20
Current
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should

focus

on

satisfying

growing

consumers/customers’ expectations. Therefore, the food sector has to be capable of producing
and selling goods without undue constraints. Also, in order to maintain an increasing growth,
market players should invest in development of high added value products, as well as extend its
products or processes to fast evolving markets. Consequently, they have to open up the
boundaries and look for new opportunities. For this, relevant technology and knowledge transfer
to include the various SMEs of the sector is essential (CIAA, 2008).

3. Literature review on the theory
3.1

Theory of the Open innovation

Higher level of life quality, improvement of market services and technology, differences
in the product and process demand, drive producers and other market players to develop highervalue goods in order to satisfy increasing consumers’ requirements. Therefore, manufacturers are
using innovations as an essential form of development of the new products or processes
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(D’Alvano & Hidalgo, 2012). According to Saguy (2011), innovation is the application of
processes, ideas and technology in a new way, in order to obtain a competitive advantage and
create a higher value. It is also a key force for facing the future challenges, as well as enduring
the present realities, such as economic pressure, unsteady business environments, enhanced
growth of scientific knowledge and technological complexity. One of the essential features of
being defined as an innovation is to be replicable at an economical cost, and fulfill particular
needs. A fundamental part of the innovation process involves searching for new ideas that have
commercial potential. The opportunities that bring in the innovations require considerable
investment of time, money and further resources in the researching process. Such expenditure
increases the capability of creation, utilization, and recombination of new and already existing
knowledge (Laursen & Salter, 2006). Henderson and Cockburn (1996) have stated that
enterprises that have considerable investments in R&D are able to improve various
organizational compositions in order to achieve higher effectiveness in the innovation processes.
Therefore, they are able to obtain economies of scale and scope for the R&D activities.
Nevertheless, in the present economic reality companies cannot subsist only on simple
innovations, they have to use new approaches for designing their services (Chesbrough
& Crowther, 2006). One of the strategies employed by the firms is opening up the innovation
process. Hence, the internal R&D department, which used to provide the company profits by
designing new products or processes, is no longer working in a closed environment and based
only on their own developments and knowledge, but also interacting with external partners
(Chesbrough, 2003). Laursen and Salter (2006) found that the firms that are using a more open
approach, thus, more extensive and deeper research methods, are more innovative. Opening up
of the R&D is recently described as an Open innovation (OI) paradigm, which has been
extensively described in the past 10 years. Chesbrough was the first who defined the OI approach
in 2003. The most recent definition of OI is the following one:
“The use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal
innovation, and expand the markets for external use of innovation, respectively” (Chesbrough,
et al., 2006, p.1)
OI involves regular exploration of a broad range of internal and external sources of
innovation possibilities, constantly combining it with firm abilities and resources, and
capitalizing on these possibilities through various channels (West & Gallagher, 2006).
7

Accordingly, many enterprises currently allocate only small share of their resources in R&D,
nonetheless, they are still successfully innovative by acquiring the knowledge from external
resources (Laursen & Salter, 2006). Primarily, OI has been applied by the high-tech industries
such as: computer, information technology and pharmaceutical (Chesbrough, 2003 a, b), some
examples of the companies are: Lucent, 3Com, IBM, Intel or Millenium Pharmaceuticals
(Chesbrouch & Crowther, 2006). Hence, the firms that have more capital and resources to adopt
the OI strategy.
Dahlander and Gann (2010) argue that OI is applied by the companies because of four
reasons. Firstly, changes in the forms of employment. Since it is more popular to search for
“portfolio careers rather than job-for-life with a single employer”, employers have to find new
ways to acquire professionals that do not want to be bound directly with a company. Secondly,
market enlargement resulting from globalization allows for an extension of labor distribution.
Thirdly, enterprises are able to trade ideas due to improvements in technology standards,
intellectual property rights (IPR) or venture capital (VC). Finally, companies all over the world
have access to alternative ways of cooperation and coordination though the use of new
technologies.
According to Gassmann et al. (2010) (Tab 1), OI was initially developed on the basis of
nine different perspectives:

8

Table 1. Open innovation development
Perspective

Description
Globalization of innovation, increase in absorptive capacity of firms,

Spatial

international access to the wide scope of resources

Structural

More R&D outsourcing and alliances, more disaggregated value
chains, cost reduction and specialization
Mass customization, involvement of customers in the innovation

User

process
Involvement in the innovation process, especially in the early stages of

Supplier

the process

Leveraging

Implication of the business models, external commercialization of
intellectual property and technology

Process

Outside-in, inside-out and coupled process.

Tool

Toolkits, websites, etc.

Institutional

Private-collective innovation model; free disclosure of inventions,
knowledge and discoveries
Significance of know-how and outside competences

Cultural

Source: Summarized from Gassmann et al. (2010), p.213-214

OI involves processes such as:


the outside-in process



the inside-out process



the coupled process

The basis of the outside-in process is integration of customers/consumers, suppliers, other
manufacturers, and external knowledge sources, which improves the firms’ own knowledge base
and increases their innovativeness (Laursen & Salter, 2006). According to Caloghirou et al.
(2004), such cooperation empowers firms to increase their innovativeness by giving them
a broader access to a variety of new knowledge. Additionally, the study of Enkel and Gassmann
(2008) on 144 companies shows that the sources of external knowledge are mostly customers
(78%), suppliers (61%), competitors (49%), and research organizations (21%). Also, another
significant role is played by crowdsourcing (Howe, 2008), mass customization, consumer
9

community integration (Piller & Fredberg, 2009), as well as innovation networks (Dittrich
& Duysters, 2007).
The principle of the inside-out process is to deliver ideas to the market (externalize the
knowledge) by selling IP and reproducing technology as fast as possible through internal
development. Firms do not collaborate any longer with the same segments, they engage in joint
ventures, charge for licenses and resort to other forms of income formation (Gassmann & Enkel,
2004). An example of companies that use the inside-out process are the clockspeed which were
defined by Fine in 1998 as the ones that have a very rapid evolutionary rate, however they do not
adapt too much of the outside-in process (Fine, 1998).
The coupled process combines the outside-in and inside-out processes. This process
involves mainly complementary partners, which cooperate mainly through alliances or joint
ventures. This process is particularly successful within firms that have considerable resource
allocation (Enkel et al., 2009).
The consumer involvement in the innovation process was primarily described by von
Hipper in 1978, and he stated that customers can be seen as the active originators of innovations,
not like hitherto just passive end-users, which accept the novel products designed by the
dominative manufacturer. He indicated that customers can participate in the development process
by supplying ideas, designs or prototypes, which might result in unique and new industrial
products. According to Foxall & Johnson (1987) customers might be fully or partially regarded
as entrepreneurs, depending on their entire strategic management model, in the designing of
novel products. Additionally, analysis of full case studies has shown that the consumer initiated
products had a higher success rate than those of other forms of marketing techniques. There are
several examples of collaboration between companies and customers that created new products
and services or brought the ideas for the novelty. Some of these examples include athletic
footwear (Fuller et al., 2007), equipment for extreme sports (Hienerth, 2006), or BBC’s
cooperation with users who supply programmed content (Seybold, 2006).
Likewise, the suppliers embodied in the innovation process are important source of
knowledge as they often collaborate with multiple enterprises. Therefore, cooperation with them
brings in possibilities for acquiring knowledge about the rival firms regardless of the internal risk
of cooperation (Bigliardi & Galati, 2013).
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Nonetheless, Cohen and Levinthal (1990) found that utilization of various knowledge
sources partly depends on the external environment, which contains accessibility to new
technology, the degree of disturbance in the environment, and the research of the other
companies within the sector. Also, the research activities are dependent on the former and
current managerial choices about the research structure, and product development, therefore it is
difficult to establish an ‘optimal’ approach for the companies (Levinthal & March, 1993).
Additionally, adoption of external knowledge into the innovation activities depends on
the availability and appropriate management of the patents and the IPRs. Intellectual property
license can be defined as:
“A contract between two parties allowing the licensee to use at least a portion of the
licensor’s intellectual property in exchange for some consideration” (O’Donnell et al., 2008,
p.113).
IPRs play a crucial role in the OI approach, however the indicators of the prosperous tradable
patents should be determined, as well as their valuations (Gassmann et al., 2010). Also, it was
shown by Gallini (2002) that robust IPR encourages firms to license their innovations as its
protection allows the firms to punish the opportunistic behavior of other firms. Similarly,
Laursen and Salter (2006) proved that the greater the formal protection of the innovations, the
higher is the reliance on external sources of knowledge.
According to Levin et al. (1987), patents cannot be viewed as full indicators of the
innovation process because some innovations are just partially covered by patents or are not
covered at all. However, they can be seen as an “appropriability strategy of the company”
(Teece, 1986, Chesbrough, 2003a).
Gassmann et al. (2010) illustrated some trends for OI approach (Table 2). They also
found that the determinants of prosperous tradable patents should be specified. Accordingly,
in order to be substantially advanced in the medium term, the patent pricing information should
be better known. Secondly, the future market is the IP and patents trading. Thirdly, distract
virtual R&D teams management appear to be challenging, given that these teams are harder
in coordination, stimulation and knowledge formulation. Finally, a model that connects the three
aspects of the innovation process, such as: definitions, restrictions and determinants is still to be
found.
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Table 2. Trends in Open innovation approach
Industry
penetration
R&D intensity

Trends in OI
From pioneers to mainstream
OI expansion and popularity, more strategic models of OI
From high to low-tech
OI paradigm utilization in the sectors such as machinery, turbines,
medical tools, architecture, food and logistics
From large firms to SMEs

Size

Implementation of the OI by SMEs in order to gain a competitive
advantage
Processes

From amateurs to professionals
Specialization of internal processes to efficiently and effectively manage
the OI

Structure

From standalone to alliances
Inter-organizational relationships (vertical, horizontal and cross-industry
alliances), which improve value creation

Universities

From ivory towers to knowledge brokers
Commercialization of research results, acceleration of research by
creating alliances between private companies and universities

Content

From products to services:
Opening up of the service sector

Intellectual
property

From protection to a tradable good:
IP auctioning, IP trading and secondary market’, IP aggregators, IP
insurers, intellectual commons where IP is pooled and shared

Table 2. Trends in OI. Source: Summarized from Gassmann et al. (2010), p.215-217
Luoma et al. (2010) argue that entrepreneurs are more likely to recognize problematic
management of IP when other partners are included. Furthermore, the decisions about the IP
have to be considered during the initial phases of the development process, when the markets for
products/processes/services are still precarious. Consequently, the IP has been seen as a future
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challenge (Huizing, 2011). Also Dahlander and Gann (2010) recommend future research areas
such as:


Cost of openness;



How firms’ openness has changed in a qualitative sense;



Impact of innovation technologies that allow the ideas to be worked on;



Nature and context of external sources.

There are, however, some disadvantages of the OI have been found, such as:


The necessity of great attention and time to establish an understanding of the standards,
customs and routines of diverse external knowledge channels (Laursen and Salter, 2006);



According to Laursen and Salter (2006) and Menon and Pfeffer (2003), firms face
difficulties when evaluating external knowledge and information, therefore, they are not
able to intensively and sufficiently make use of the ideas coming from the external
environment. Additionally, being engaged in the OI strategy may create a pressure in the
departments of the company. Consequently, for the effective use of the external sources,
organizations need to be capable to understand the environment that they are working on
in order to adapt and co-create ideas (Brusoni et al., 2001; Granstrand et al., 1997;
Mowery et al., 1996);



Also, firms face problems regarding the efficient search for new ideas. Hence, it is
possible that they will over-search the markets, and thus won’t be able to effectively
manage and pick up the right concepts. Likewise, not all of the ideas arrive at the right
time or right place, therefore, companies do not wholly exploit them or pay enough
attention to them (Korput, 1997);



Finally, Mansfield (1985, p.219) proved that: “for both, processes and products, the
odds are better than 50-50 that a development decision will leak out in less than 18
months”. The information leaks out from the enterprises through the mobility of
employers, personnel communication, as well as intentional sabotage. Therefore, it is
hard to keep secrecy and prevent imitations from appearing (Foxall & Johnston, 1987).
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3.2 Open innovation in Small and Medium Sized Companies
So far Open innovation has been described widely in large international companies.
However, nowadays this strategy plays an important role also in the small and medium sized
enterprises. Since these firms are dominating different sectors and markets, it is necessary for
them to find new ways to attract customers. Consequently, they are currently engaging
in different forms of collaboration, and thus, adopting the OI approach.
Small enterprises are able to obtain an additional value from the OI, as they have limited
access to the resources, and market research techniques are not completely exploited or available
(Lee et al., 2010). Also, their lack of abilities to fully manage the entire innovation process
motivates them to cooperate with other organizations in the market (Gronum et al., 2010).
Narula (2004) and van de Vrande et al. (2009) found that besides lack of resources,
SMEs have less technological assets to trade, smaller capital, limited ability to hire professionals,
or poor innovation portfolio, hence sharing the risks of the innovations is very difficult.
Therefore, SMEs must create network connections to access these resources (Pittaway et al.,
2004). By doing so, they can acquire the advantage of being big without incorporating the
disadvantages (Nooteboom, 1994). Networks can decrease the time to market and the costs of
production, enable access to various external knowledge, skills and competences, as well as
disperse the risk associated with innovations (Marinova & Phillimore, 2003). It can improve
social capital formation and exploration. Therefore, network formation can have a great
influence on long-term efficiency, outweighs direct collaboration costs (Zhou et al., 2007), and
enable firms to gain a competitive advantage (Barney, 1991; Florin et al., 2003).
Large enterprises have other advantages over small firms, they can keep the products or
process development more formalized and professionalized (van de Vrande et al., 2009). This is
due to the fact that innovation in SMEs is highly correlated with entrepreneurial characteristics
and skills and abilities of the employees (ex. Borch & Forsman, 2000). However, when the
SMEs start to grow they are able to increase their spending on innovations, and hence on
development, marketing research and applications of more formalized procedures, as well as
employment of the highly skilled mangers who are specialized in their fields and can bring
novelty to the companies and implement new techniques (van de Vrande et al., 2009).
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The research by Chesbrough & Crowther (2006) on 12 relatively mature and/or assetintensive industries showed that there are several drivers for enterprises to accept more open
conditions such as, belief that the use of external technology is a crucial condition for beneficial
growth, increases of the product margins, or shortening time to market new developed products
or processes. It was found, however, that SMEs do not use the OI strategy in the first stages of
the innovation process, but more often in the commercialization phase, which is one of the latest
in this process. Therefore, they are capitalizing more on the external sources from marketing and
sales, than on the technology and network providers (Vanhaverbeke and Cloodt, 2006).
Van de Vrande et al. (2009), on the other hand, showed on the studies on 605 innovative
SMEs in the Netherlands, that they are widely and increasingly using the OI approach. Also,
many SMEs take advantage of the experience and know-how of the non-R&D employees when
it comes to technology exploitation. Furthermore, they attempt to include the customers into the
development process, more specifically when it comes to technology exploration. In particular,
they use the market research techniques to track their desired changes in products. It was also
found that the external networks, which usually do not require considerable investments and are
used to involve customers and gather absent knowledge, play an important role for the SMEs.
Therefore, the informal practices are considered to be an important source of information for the
SMEs’ functioning. And, the innovations that need a large capital and a solid innovations
portfolio to sufficiently manage associated risk, such as IP licenses, venturing, or external
participation, are not feasible for the SMEs and are used only by few of them. Moreover, it was
proved that the OI approach is applied by both manufacturing and service firms, and they are
adopting it because of several reasons such as: greater efficiency in the innovation process,
guaranteed revenues, sustained growth, market-related objectives such as customer satisfaction,
and finally, decreasing costs of production.
Furthermore, it has been remarked by Diederen et al. (2000) that informal contracts
between related enterprises are highly influential for innovation. Companies tend to build upon
and learn from other firms’ failures and achievements in order to enrich their own processes,
products or operations. On the other hand, Baaradseth et al. (1999) argue that collaboration
between small low-tech organizations and Universities

or research institutes and other

professionals is considered to be crucial for innovation and enables the participants to expand
their R&D activities and gain know-how.
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There are several barriers/problems for the SMEs to actively exploit external sources of
knowledge:


Insufficient knowledge protection, and consequently firms loose their ability to compete on
the market (Islam, 2012);



Knowledge flow, which may create vulnerability (Lichtenthaler, 2011);



The Non-Invented-Here syndrome (NIH), which is a philosophy of the company to not use
already existing knowledge or products;



Absence of internal engagements (Chesbrough & Crowther, 2006);



Cultural, psychological, administrative and institutional divergences between partners,



Lack of knowledge, habits or procedures of organization, and bureaucratic aspects
(Boschma, 2005);



The free-riding problem or legal matters (Hoffman and Schlosser, 2001);



Finally, the size of an enterprise, therefore OI is mainly performed by the medium sized
enterprises (van de Vrande et al., 2009).

3.3 Open innovation in the food industry
The food and drink industry as a one of the major sectors’ in the European Union is
exposed to economic, technological and social changes. Therefore, it has had to evolve during
the past decades in order to maintain its competitiveness and gain sustainability through the
utilization of innovation and R&D achievements (Biliardi & Galati, 2012). It is, however,
regarded traditionally as a low research intense sector (Rama & von Tunzelmann, 1996).
Additionally, former companies used to concentrate on minimizing costs of production in order
to maximize revenues with just a slight consideration of the consumers’ preferences (Fortuin &
Omta, 2009).
Recently, the industry has started to change, so that more products that reflect customers’
demands are being designed. Firms are changing their strategies from supply-based to demandbased, hence, innovations have had a tremendous influence (Fortuin & Omta, 2009).
Additionally, current progress in the sectors of biotechnology, nanotechnology and preservation
technology allow firms to apply a great number of new technologies into the food processing
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sector, and therefore enable the firms to ensure satisfaction and added-value products to their
consumers (Juriaanse, 2006). However, many of these technologies are being developed
elsewhere in the sector, thus the organization starts to engage in the alliances with the other food
chain actor. The increasing number of entities involved in the food chain with growing impact on
the decisions and activities of the firms’ innovation process drive the companies to use OI
strategies. This business strategy will enable firms to sustain or supplement the new food
applications. It will create a constant knowledge flow and external sources and skills accession.
It will also increase their product portfolio and introduce incremental innovations more likely to
achieve the profitable outcome (Sarkar & Costa, 2008).
Several authors, however, have claimed that innovation in small food enterprises is not
fundamentally based on R&D department (Le Bars et al., 1998); they argued that for innovative
achievements they need technological changes (Huiban & Bouchsina, 1998). Although, Sarkar
and Costa (2008) concluded in their research that technological progresses in the companies do
not constantly need to pay off, particularly when the firms do not bring into market recognizable
innovation of the products. More specifically, in order for food companies to be able to remain
competitive, they should bring into the overcrowded food market new, individualized and
differentiable products all the time. The effective way to do that can be through cooperation with
the customers, suppliers, manufacturers, and the other players in the food chain.
Farther, Costa and Jongen (2006) argue that firms can achieve higher returns to research
if they are able to effectively improve their marketing and technological abilities in a coordinated
way. Hence, there is a need for a higher level of alignment between R&D and marketing within
the F&D enterprises. Also, Forutin (2007) has emphasized the significance of strategic alignment
between business and development. Closer relationships among the intermediate and final-users
and legislators in the entire innovation process can enhance societal acceptance of arising
technologies and, therefore, guarantee the product/service’s success (Costa & Jongen, 2006).
Bigliardi and Galati (2013) have pointed out and illustrated the importance of agreements
between the actors in and outside the food supply chain, i.e. Universities and research centers,
competitors, customers/consumers, suppliers, etc. (Fig. 3).
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Fig 3. Model of OI in the food industry

Retrieved from: Bigliardi & Galati (2013), pp. 19
A study by Steward-Knox and Mitchell (2003) has shown that food manufacturers
massively use market information obtained from the customers when developing innovations in
order to obtain knowledge that might reduce the risk of product failure. Also, a research of 177
firms in EU by Avermaete et al. (2004) proved that the greater the firms’ R&D efforts, the more
intensive the firms’ collaboration with customers and research institutes. Furthermore, studies of
the 15 most innovative food processing companies in the Netherlands, showed that they
acknowledge the role of innovations as a key to maintain competitiveness, however R&D
collaboration with external partners was not considered to be an important source of knowledge
(Fortuin & Omta, 2009).
Innovations in the traditional food sector were investigated by Kuhne and Gellynck
(2009) and it was shown that the innovations in this specific market are more related to product
than to process innovations, including variations of product composition, size and use, as well as
packaging innovations. Furthermore, research by Kuhne et al. (2010) concluded that the many
nations within the EU have different attitude towards innovation in the traditional food products.
Polish consumers emerged to be more open to innovations, while the opposite was true for
Belgian consumers. However, a different research by Guerrero et al. (2009) showed that despite
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the fact that Polish consumers accepted innovations in the packaging or nutritional value, they
were the most averse when it came to innovations in food in general.
There are several examples of OI implementations in the companies working within the
F&D or agri-food industry, which have engaged in different forms of the OI paradigm, but
mainly started to use external sources of knowledge, in order to minimize the costs of R&D and
create higher-value products, which meet consumers/customers’ requirements and desires. Some
of these companies are the following ones:


Procter and Gamble (P&G), one of the first firms to engage in OI. It was able to increase the
prosperity of its products by 50% and the efficiency of R&D by 60%. The company
implemented the “Connect + Develop” program, which established that 50% of the
innovation would be gathered from external sources, and therefore made a tremendous
inroad for the industry (Lafley and Charan, 2008). Finally, Huston and Sakkab (2006)
described it as a successful company that could reduce time to market for a new Pringles’
line, by applying an outer technology for printing edible images. And by doing so, the
company obtained high level of returns to R&D and was able to enlarge the product
portfolio.



International Flavors Fragrances (IFF), characterized by Thomke and von Hippel (2002), as
a food flavors’ supplier which acquired the knowledge of the customers into development
process of its new products by designing a toolkit. Thus, it decreased production costs and
invented new flavors, as well as obtained information about consumers’ tastes.



Calgene, is a large biotechnology company working in the agri-food industry, that in order
to design a new genetically modified tomato for the fresh market, built up a network of
connections between consumers, suppliers, farmers, seed companies, and packers. It has
subsequently maintained its competitive advantage in the fresh vegetable market and
minimized the supplementary costs of being a pioneer in the agri-food sector (Vanhaverbeke
& Cloodt, 2006).



Cargill is one of the largest food industries in the world and provides food, agricultural, risk
management, financial and industrial products and services. Awazu et al. (2009) concluded
that the company was able to radically increase its number of products when it started to use
a web-based application that collects ideas from internal and external sources, which were
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after evaluated by peers or official study groups which were adding their own ideas and
knowledge.


Mars implemented OI strategy in 2007. The change from closed to open scheme required
a fundamental change in the organization culture. However, nowadays, it uses knowledge
and/or technologies from external sources by cooperation with consumers, big enterprises
and SMEs, research institutes and Universities and many more. In order to determine and
choose partners, as well as the type of cooperation, it uses a 20 element model. It also set up
a cross-functional team to ensure that OI was a systematic strategy used within the firm as
well as supervising the IPRs while engaging into OI projects. Therefore, the company does
not only cooperate with the external partners, but it also shares and/or constructs new IP
with them. All in all, the company grew by using the OI paradigm of number of cooperative
contracts (Bilgiardi & Galati , 2013)



Houston Farms are producers of high quality bagged salad, located in Tasmania and
supplying to two dominant supermarkets in Australia and several other individual retailers.
They engaged in cooperation and co-innovation with the consumers in order to target
particular segments. And so, they were able to develop new leaves, mixes and packages,
thus gaining a comparative advantage over the competitors (Bonney, et al., 2007)



Kraft, designed a digital platform called “Collaboration Kitchen”, for gathering external
knowledge from different sources. The consumers, researchers, highly skilled professionals
are encouraged to share their ideas, and they can also develop and share their solutions for
different processes by viewing the “Open innovation Needs” posted on the web-page, by
which the company specifies what kind of answers it is seeking for. Moreover, the firm also
uses the NineSigma platform to consult on the design of the new packages and technologies
for the chocolate bars with the external partners. Moreover, it developed a new packaging
for the ‘Oreo’ and ‘Chips Ahoy!’ cookies with collaboration with outer suppliers (Tyler,
2010).



Nestlé adopted the OI strategy in 2006, by creating the Innovation Partnerships (INP) group.
By doing so, it was able to co-create and develop partnerships with Universities , research
institutes, start-ups, individual inventors, and large industrial suppliers (Traitler et al., 2011)
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Lindt & Sprungli, a Swiss chocolate producer has engaged in cooperation in the US with the
Culinary Institute of America (CIA) to create recipes for the new dark chocolate bar in
collaboration with the students (Reed, 2012).



General Mills initiated the General Mills Worldwide Innovation Network (G-WIN) in 2010
to actively search for partners that can support the company with their knowledge, and
therefore it started to collaborate with innovators from outside the company in areas such as
products, technologies, packaging, ingredients and digital marketing. Therefore, it is able to
dynamically bring new products to the market (General Mills Inc., 2013)



Cooperation of food and pharmaceutical industry. For example collaboration of DuPont
Protein Technologies with General Mills to co-create a new soy product (Solae phenyl
isothiocyanate protein), by using General Mills’ production facilities. Also, Merck KGaA
has established an agreement with the food company Clover Corporation to globally market
and distribute products with Merck’s omega-3 ingredient HiDHA (Maxwell et al., 2012)



Open innovation platforms and communities allow companies to submit questions that
encourage people from the community to get involved and create ideas that are later
evaluated and selected. For example, Atizo platform uses this kind of approach, and it
cooperated with Migros to create a new ice-tea. Likewise, platforms like, allfoodexperts,
which is an OI platform in the food and beverages industry, Crème Nutrition and others use
a similar approach.
As such, it can be concluded that firms within the F&D industry are widely engaging in

the OI approach, however, there are several barriers for the food companies to sufficiently do so.
Costa and Jongen (2006) found that the companies lack in the convergence schemes that allow
them to adopt consumer oriented food innovations, they also lack in integration between the
R&D and marketing departments, and know-how. Batternik et al. (2006) concluded that
inadequate innovation capabilities and economic considerations are the general barriers to
innovation in this sector, which was also established by Garcia Martinez and Briz (2000).
Furthermore, it was found that the European market is dominated by small food firms,
which are usually located in the rural areas and tend to strongly depend on local services and
industries. Therefore, they do not have access to the same technologies as large companies do,
and they lack knowledge about new ways to innovate (Avermaete et al. 2004). Additionally,
Knudsen (2007) argued that food enterprises are more willing to engage in agreements with
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firms or other actors that are linked and belong to their own sector, and thus strongly overlapping
skills, competences and knowledge.

4. Methodology
In order to answer the question whether Open innovation approach will function well for
the low-tech as it does for the high-tech industry, a theoretical model for the food and drink
industry was designed. The model explains different types of cooperation between firms, and
answers the question whether R&D pooling will work better than patents and IPRs for this
sector. The subject of the research was discussed on the basis of secondary research, which
includes theoretical models that were used as a base and inspiration for designing the model. It
includes the paper “Cooperative and noncooperative R&D in duopoly with spillovers” by
D’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988), “Endogeneizing know-how flows through the nature of
R&D investments” by Cassiman et al. (2000) and “Stable R&D Cooperation between
Asymmetric Partners” by Veugelers and Kesteloot, (1995).
All the described theoretical models characterize different types of agreements between
partners, including R&D cooperation between asymmetric partners, or noncooperative behavior,
which was applied to our model.

4.1

Cooperative

and Noncooperative

R&D

in Duopoly

with

Spillovers
The paper written by D’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988) describes different types of
agreements between partners. In the first type, cooperation in R&D occurs in the “precompetitive
stage”, where firms’ share basic information and efforts, but continue to compete in the market
place. The second type of agreement describes the firms which cooperate in an extended form,
designing the common policies at the product level.
Model explains three different games, where firms’ on a basis of R&D choices, decides
about the strategies according to research and production. The cost of R&D is assumed to be
quadratic, which implies diminishing returns to R&D expenditures.
Firms are facing an inverse demand function:
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; And cost function:
with 0 < A < a, 0 < β <1; xi + β xj ≤ A, Q ≤ a/b
Where a and b are constants. A is a certain variation of a. And, when Q = 0 => D-1 = a;
xi is the amount of research undertaken by firm i and xj is amount of research undertaken of the
rival firm. And Q = q1 + q2 is the total quantity produced.
In the 1st game, firms do not cooperate neither in output nor R&D. At the stage that the
firms’ chooses the R&D level, profit is equal to:

.Where

is the rate of spillovers and

is a parameter of the quadratic cost of R&D.

This combine a triple impact of the R&D levels: via the outputs, the unit production cost,
and the R&D costs.
The results that satisfy

are:

Where Q is the total quantity produced
In the 2nd game of the model the authors bring up cooperation in R&D in the 1st stage and
noncooperation in the 2nd stage.
The firms maximize the join profits at the first stage, as a function of x1 and x2:

The equilibrium with cooperation in R&D when the x1=x2=
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In the 3rd game of the model there is a monopoly situation where firms cooperate in both
stages of the game. The join monopoly profit is equal to:

The cooperative equilibrium in R&D and in production is as following:

Model results:
1. In case of large spillovers, a comparison between x* and
increases when firms cooperate only in R&D, and
is higher with cooperation in R&D,

show that the level of R&D
, also the amount of production

;

2. Profits are higher in the cooperative case than in the noncooperative situation;
3. The amount of R&D increase in case of cooperation in R&D and output than in pure
R&D collaboration. The collusive amount of R&D differs with the value of ;
4. The quantity produced is reduced in fully cooperative case than only in R&D collusion;
5. Cooperation only in R&D increases expenditures in R&D and quantities of production.
Which is opposite to the noncooperative solution whenever the spillover effect is large,
otherwise is the contrary situation;
6. For large spillovers (β ≥ 0.5) the extent of research which is the nearest to the social
optimum is the one accomplished by firms’ cooperating in R&D and production, and the
most far, the one attained by noncooperative maintenance;
7. The optimal output, the closest to the social optimum, is the one produced by firms’
cooperating at the “precompetitive stage”;
8. For small spillovers, such that β ≤ 0.4, the “second-best” for R&D is achieved by
noncooperative behavior in both stages (see: D’Aspermont & Jacquemin, 1990);
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9. Cooperation can appear to have a positive effect on the industries with few firms, whose
R&D activities entail spillover effects;
10. The rate of spillover can be influenced by:
-

The nature of research – specific and more applied development studies, generate
less spillovers and are more adequate than a priori, or generic research;

-

The nature of the product – distinction of homogenous and differentiated goods,
more normalized is a product, easier it is to comprise in it the outcome of R&D;

-

The nature of the contract and degree of perfection in information –the spillovers
are higher for the firms that engage in the cooperation than for the ones that act
noncooperatively, further even within the cooperative firms β might vary,
depending on the organizational composition (i.e. β = 1 for perfect
communication as in integrated laboratories).

4.2

Endogeneizing know-how flows through the nature of R&D

investments
Cassiman B., Perez-Castrllo D and Veugelers R., (2002) describes the model of the
interactions between knowledge flows and the firm’s innovative decisions, in which both in- and
outgoing knowledge flows are endogenized. Additionally, takes into account that firms influence
the impact of the knowledge flows to and from the firm on the basis of their decisions on the size
and the nature of R&D activities undertaken.
Model explains three possible innovation activities:
1. investment in applied research by prevention of other firms from learning, which will
ameliorate the appropriability of firm R&D;
2. investment in basic research which let the firm to absorb the information freely
available and create incoming knowledge flows;
3. investment in IP protection, which abstain outgoing knowledge flows.
The exogenous variables used in the model are: pool of external know-how, size of the
market, willingness to pay for quality and IP protection effectiveness. An increase in any of the
listed variables will cause raise in the firms’ technology investments in the creative and/or
protective investments.
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The market is structured in a way that there is a leader (L) which is innovation active and
produces a good of quality (sL), and there are fringe followers (F), which produce a product
differentiated in quality (sF).
Model is set up as follows:
(1)

Where A is allocation of the R&D to the applied research and B is allocation of the R&D
to the basic research. The parameters a and b are a measure of the efficiency of applied and basic
R&D technology, and a+b <1. K is the total stock of outside know-how, and the incoming firms’
spillovers, and  is the rate of access of a firm to K, which affects the effective knowledge base
of the leader.
(2)

X (I) is the value function of (1)
Where I is level of the budget, P is protection of the know-how, p is the efficiency of the
strategic protection technology, R level of the legal rights protection, outgoing spillovers
define the loss of returns because of information flows to fringe firms,

is the value function of (2)
Where

is a difference in the quality, T is optimal budget spend on technology, N is

a measure of size of the market and the consumers’ willingness to pay for high-quality goods.
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Results obtained:
1. In order to hold a quality threshold over the fringe companies, the leader needs to invest
in applied research, as well as in protection to limit diffusion of their innovations to these
fringe firms;
2. Firm’s will not invest in basic research in short run if there is a small budget for that, or
in the long run when the market size is too small, also when legal protection is not
crucial, or, when the pool of available and applicable external know-how is limited;
3. When firms increase their investment in the basic research, the ratio of basic to applied
research will raise with the budget I, also it will increase with more attractive markets or
better legal regimes. Furthermore, firms will have more incentive to invest in basic R&D
when the pool of appropriate and accessible external know-how, K, increase, which also
ameliorate the efficiency of applied R&D;
4. When the budget for technology investment increase over T*, firms begin to increase their
spending on basic and applied R&D, as well as on protection. In addition, firms favor
creation over protection when allocate the expenditures on technology, with greater
budget availability. Moreover, market attractiveness N and legal protection R will stir up
technology spending on creative and protective investments;
5. The model confirms that the legal system such as a patent system is more efficient in
protecting intellectual property, mainly a larger R will stimulate technology investment T;
6. Results shows that when firm’s starts to cooperate, it begin to spend more on protection
of know-how, and on its creation, by using more of basic and applied research. Moreover,
collaboration increases the ratio of basic to applied research, as well as the ratio of
creation over protection investments. Also, cooperation improve the ratio of protected
and created know-how;
7. In case of cooperation with research institutes, the transfer of technological know-how
can be improved by raising the efficiency of the K, and/or the parameter b. In addition,
collaboration with customers or suppliers may extend the sources of relevant external
know-how. However, in this case the increase in R&D efficiency of applied research is
greater than in the basic research. Furthermore, vertical cooperation with partners may
bring in a risk of reduction of appropriability.
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4.3 Stable R&D Cooperation Between Asymmetric Partners
The paper of Veugelers and Kesteloot, (1995) concentrate on the influence of firms’
asymmetries on the profitability and stability of R&D cooperation in an analytical framework.
Firms repeatedly, for the infinite number of periods take sequential R&D and production
decisions, with the R&D choices being made in a way that the joint profits will be maximized,
however continuously competing in the output level. This framework also applies if the game is
played for a finite number of periods, but with unknown end date. In addition, it is assumed that
R&D does not carry over across periods, which permit to implement the supergame framework.
Model set an asymmetric duopoly, where firms are horizontally related, with
differentiated products and constant marginal costs. By investing in R&D, firms can increase the
profitability and reduce the costs, causing positive spillovers on the rival’s cost. Production costs
can be lowered through own R&D efforts, and through the rival’s R&D.
Firms' total profits, Vi, as follows:

The model links the size and technological asymmetries between partners. Technological
asymmetries may vary. There may be differences in R&D efficiency (s) and absorption capacity
(s). If s<1, the big firm (B) apply know-how better, or change any R&D input to R&D output
more efficiently than the small firm (S). If s <1, the big firm can ameliorate absorption of
foreign know-how, or better protect its own know-how than the small competitor.
Both firms begin with cooperative phase. However, if one firm deviates from
cooperation, both firms return to the punishment period from the next period on, for all existing
phases of the game. The net value of the cooperative profits is equal to
interest rate for firm i. Defection profit is:
and the profits with cheating

, where ri is the

, the punishment profits

.

The collaborative result will be stable if:
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,

Also if each firm’s interest rate is lower than a determined firm-specific threshold (ri*)
a stable cooperative equilibrium exist.

Major model results:
1. The predicted gains from cooperation depends on the asymmetries in market size and/or
initial production cost and R&D efficiency, which can also have an impact on the level of
profits, but not on the stability of cooperation in a symmetric setup. Although, both of
them, have much more substantial effect once asymmetries are included. Also, the
disadvantaged firm may favor independent over cooperative R&D behavior when there
are large asymmetries (low s or sa), as well as large size asymmetries can result in losses
for the disadvantaged firm;
2. Cooperation in R&D between asymmetric partners will be profitable for the dominant
firm, however in the case of disadvantaged firm, it will engage in cooperation weather the
asymmetries are not too substantial. For instance, with large size asymmetries (sa < 0,20,4), small firms will not cooperate, because of negative cooperative profits (Vsc < 0);
3. In case of large-symmetric spillovers (xsc, xBc > 0), cooperation imply that both firms will
innovate, however it will cause losses for the small firm (Vsc + VBc is maximized, with Vsc
<0 and VBc > 0). The large market size and the large spillovers, suggest that joint profit
maximization oblige firms to do a lot of R&D with a high effort. However, such high
R&D efforts may cause losses for the small firm, which only serves a small market. As a
result small firm may be better off just performing R&D and not producing/selling its
products;
4. In case of small spillovers teaming up will cause the small firm to close its facilities (Vsc
= 0). The small firm will choose collaboration over independent action only in case of
small market size or production cost asymmetries. Furthermore, too low predicted
cooperative profits, may influence decision of a small firm not to join the collaborative
agreement with a big firm, i.e. case of the semiconductor industry, where spillovers may
be pretty large;
5. In case of size asymmetries, the advantaged firm is less inclined to deviate from the
collaboration as its competitor becomes smaller and as symmetric spillovers decrease
(reverse for the small firm);
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6. R&D cooperation will be better proceed, and as well persistent, with an advantaged,
rather than disadvantaged firm. Same results implies for the size, R&D efficiency and/or
absorption capacity.

5. Model
The model is design for the food industry and describes the nature of the cooperation
between companies in the market, whether they engage in the Open innovation approach or not,
it also examines their incentives to invest in the R&D.
The model does not assume any spillover effect, despite the fact that in most of the cases
it plays a crucial role. However, in our set up we will not include it, because we want to keep the
model simple, and so we know that the conclusions that we have made would have been only
stronger if we would add it.
The model is describing three different cases:
1. Firms act noncooperatively and have an imperfect capital access,
2. Large company is acting as a capital market,
3. Outside-in Open innovation (R&D pooling), there is no perfect cooperation between
companies;
The model structure is the same in these three cases, however we have made different
types of the assumptions and at the end we observe three different outcomes.

5.1

Model description

Each firm produce 1 unit of output, and all of them need to be active to serve the whole
market. There is one big firm (A) and many small firms (i). Figure 4 explains the model, where
i∈

], and the small firms that are close to 0 do not perform R&D by themselves, they sell

their product to firm A, that does the R&D and obtain a price pA which is the buying price for
firm A and is endogenous. All the best small firms (close to 1), commercialize directly, and in
order to do that they perform the R&D themselves, hence they are able to produce higher quality
goods.
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Main assumptions are:
1) Returns to R&D are heterogeneous among small firms, we assume that the returns are
linear, up to capacity sealing, where it hit the funding constraint. For the big firm we assume
concave returns to R&D. To keep it simple we assume that all of small companies have the same
funding constraint: they can invest a maximum R in R&D.
2) Duality in the size of the companies exists, only if there are capital market
imperfections.

Fig 4. Model description
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Source: Author, 2013

A consumer who buys a unit of product from a big firm of quality sA at a price vA obtains
a utility of:
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(1)
A consumer who buys a unit of product form a small firm (i) of a quality si at a price vi
obtains a utility of:
(2)
Where  is a measure of taste for quality.
Demand for each product (3) is perfect arbitrage equation for all the quality of all the
products.
(3)

Equation (3) summarizes consumer behavior on the market. They obtain the same utility
from buying goods from both producers. This utility must be positive, otherwise, the consumer
would choose not to buy the product.

5.2

Noncooperative game

In the first game, firms act noncooperatively in both output and R&D investments. If the
firm i investment to research is lower than i* (which is endogenous and is an optimal investment
in R&D for the i that enables to get the profit

), it will receive the price pA for the output

produced. Firm A invest optimal profit maximizing amount of money to R&D, however it spends
more than the small firms, because it has more capital.
For the firm A profit and quality function is as follows.
(4)
(5)
Quality is a function of how much firms invest in R&D. The big firm have a concave
quality production function (5), where B is a speed at which marginal returns to R&D
diminishes.
For the firm i profit and quality function is:
(6)
∈

(7)
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a) Best response function for i
The threshold firm i* is indifferent between subcontracting with A or operating on its own

(8)

All firms with better returns to R&D face the following problem:
(9)

We can have 2 possible results:
1.

(10)

2.

(11)

Hence we know that
Therefore, it must be the case that:
(12)

In addition we know by Bertrand competition that profit of i* is equal to 0,
Thus

, hence

It has been proved that,

, hence the firms which higher returns to research than i*,

will always perform maximum R&D, and those who have lower returns to R&D than i* will not
invest in R&D at all. It has been also noticed that there is only two types of the expenses to R&D
in the interval [0,R], and another boundary does not exist, thus there will be no firms which will
perform R&D in between this interval.

b) Best response for A.
The profit function has to be maximized with respect to pA, RA and vA. The big firm A
has enough degrees of freedom with p A and vA to capture the whole sector of everyone that is
linked with.
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(20)

Maximization with respect to pA:
Since pA = 0 
(21)

Using the arbitrage equation (3) we achieved:
(22)

By taking derivative with respect to RA we obtained RA* (24) as follows:
(23)
(24)

Then by placing the RA* into the equation (5) we received sA which is equal to:
–

–
(25)

Marginal returns to

(26)

Since, A equalizes the marginal returns to R&D to 1/ and all the small firms are
constrained, efficiency in the sector effectively suffers from the funding constraint on the small
firms.
We know that

(3) and

, which give us
(27)

Also we obtained before:

and

;


(28)
Afterwards, we maximized profit function with respect to vA, and so we assumed that the
consumer surplus is as low as possible, and we achieved equation (30)
If

(29)
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(30)

This means that there is complete freedom over vA. We obtained the final results:
(31)

Thus,
(32)

Market equilibrium i* is equal to 1/ θ and is defined by different independent parameters.
Figure 5 illustrates that in high value sectors the big firm is usually small and there are
many active small firms, therefore, there is more firms that will perform R&D themselves. While
in the low value sectors the big firm is very big with many subcontractors and the active fringe of
small firms is small. In this sector there are more firms that cannot invest in R&D, so they are
subcontracting with the big firm. This is a feature of our model that squares nicely with empirical
observations.
Also, in high value sectors such as pharmaceutical, chemical, biotechnology,
telecommunications or informatics industry, θ is high and consumers want to pay more for the
added value that is offered by the firms. In the low value sectors such as food and drink,
machinery, medical tools, fast moving consumer goods, and logistics, θ is low. Therefore,
consumers do not have high incentives to pay high prices for goods offered by these companies.
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Fig 5. Differences between high and low value sectors
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Sector with high 
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Subcontractors

i* = 1/ θ

i* = 1/ θ

Source: Author, 2013

5.3

Big firm acts as a capital market

If a big firm (A) can work as a capital market for the small firms (i) then the Open
innovation will be an optimal and spontaneous equilibrium. It will always occur, because big
firm have incentives to integrate with each of the small firm, which have higher marginal returns
to R&D than the big firm itself. Further, even if the big firm would like to buy the small
companies, it is not able to do it. Therefore, it starts to cooperate with them using OI approach.
By doing so, the R&D department is no longer working in the closed environment and is
assimilating ideas from more efficient small companies.
What is more, small firms will not maintain linear returns to R&D, there will be
a noticeable increase. Thereby, for this reason and by relaxing the funding constraint there will
be equalization between marginal returns to R&D across all small firms and a big firm. The
firms will integrate vertically.
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However, this kind of assumption is not completely satisfactory, because it is not realistic
that the firm A to work as a capital market for each of the small firm. Also, the large company
should be better informed about the small competitor than the banks are. It is, however, not to
happen in the current economic reality. Therefore, it is not entirely clear if this kind of
cooperation will be feasible for the big company.

5.4 R&D pooling (outside-in Open innovation)
In this set the big firm picks up a subset of the best small firms and they pool R&D,
which means that the value of the returns to R&D will be equal to the average of the pool. The
returns to research in the pool are a weighted average of the relative sizes of the firm, are the
same for everybody, and have to be > 1.
Figure 6 illustrates willingness of the big firm to team up with a fraction of the small
firms with the highest returns to R&D in order to pool R&D.
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Fig 6. R&D pooling
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The big firm A is cooperating with the firms that are in the fraction (1- i) in order to pool
R&D in a way that:
(34)

It is the averaged value (34) of the returns to R&D for everybody in the pool. It depends
only on one participation constraint, because of simplicity of the previous results obtained.
The new value needs to be ≥ 1, because otherwise the small firm that has the highest
investment in R&D (=1) will not cooperate, since it will not receive enough returns to R&D. The
other firms in the fraction will do the same if the returns in the pool will be smaller than 1.
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Therefore:
(35)

Subsequently, we divide by 1/θ + (1-i°) to get the weighted average:
(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)
As a final result we obtain that:

(40)

The big firm is constrained to cooperate with a small interval in order to attract the
participation. Therefore, it is willing to pay to push up the research in the whole sector, however
it do not cooperate with everybody, because the only profitable scenario is cooperation with the
best ones. Also, by cooperation A lowers the amount of R A, as a reason of transferring some of
the research to the other, more effective companies.
Afterwards, we examined how quality of products will change in case of engagement in
outside-in OI. Before cooperation we obtained that,
.
Consequently, in the new setting we get a new value of sA:
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, and

(41)

Likewise, we achieved a new value of si, knowing that Ri = R;
following the equation (35) where

, and

∈

:

(42)

∈

As a result, we calculated a sectoral gain for the food industry, and we proved that the
gain will be positive.

(43)

To summarize, for the low value sector with low , such as food and drink industry, Open
innovation will be a sustainable solution. The firms will have incentives to cooperate within the
sector to gain greater profits. Moreover, in the low value sector, the big firm is very large,
although it is motivated to pool the research with the best small firms. Additionally, when  is
small there are no incentives for the high quality products, therefore the patent system is not an
optimal solution.
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6. Results and discussion
The results of the model show that in the noncooperative situation, the market
equilibrium of returns to research i* is equal to 1/θ. Firms which have higher returns to research
than i* are better off. They can do maximum R&D and invest a profit maximizing capital to
perform R&D. Firms that have lower returns to research than i* are not able to invest in R&D,
therefore, they are subcontracted by the big firm and so are able to gain the profit i.
Further, θ is a measure of taste for quality and it reflects consumer behavior given the
products offered within each sector. Firms which have high θ belong to the high-tech industry,
and its customers are willing to pay more for the added-value goods. Firms with low θ, belong to
low-tech industry, such as food and drink industry, therefore they are not willing to spend the
same amount of money for the products offered by the sector. Also, in the sectors with low θ, the
pool of products is larger, thus there are no incentives for high quality products.
In the case of a big firm acting as a capital market for the small firms, Open innovation
will be an optimal and spontaneous equilibrium. Moreover, the OI will always take place
because the large enterprises have a big incentive to cooperate with firms that have higher
marginal returns to R&D. Furthermore, the big firms want to access the external knowledge,
technologies, skills, organizations (companies, universities , consumers, etc), and shorten the
time-to-market of the products. Nevertheless, it is not completely clear whether this approach
will be feasible for the large companies, due to lack of knowledge about the other firms’
financial status and its capabilities.
Finally, when the cooperation via pooling the R&D (outside-in Open innovation) occurs,
the big firm wants to cooperate only with the best small firms that have the highest marginal
returns to R&D. By doing so it is able to obtain knowledge from highly skilled professionals and
also lower the risk of leaking out the information from inside the company to too many other
organizations within the industry.
From the analysis, it is establish that the frameworks for the high and low-tech sectors’
have to be changed and these industries cannot be viewed as a homogenous sector. The high
value industry has already set up very formalized and organized frameworks for the OI strategy,
and to protect its innovations it is using patents or IPRs, and it is what differentiates it from the
low-tech industries. Also, Brouwer and Kleinknecht (1999) confirmed that firms in the high-tech
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industries tend to patent innovations more often than other organization in different industries.
In addition, the F&D firms that are mainly SMEs and a more feasible and adequate approach
would be setting up more informal arrangements, and instead of using the patents or IP trading,
using R&D pooling. Therefore, engagement in different forms of collaboration with the partners
in the food supply chain would be more profitable. The research of Leiponen and Byma (2009)
on 504 small Finnish firms that belong to the manufacturing and service sectors, including the
food and beverages sector, confirms that small innovative firms do engage in cooperative R&D.
Although, they have problems in sustaining secrecy in common projects, and they do not have
enough resources to acquire or preserve patents. The patents are seen as profitable only for high
R&D intensive companies and the ones that collaborate in R&D with the universities . Therefore,
for many of the SMEs patents are too expensive or do not work as well as for large enterprises,
thus just few of them rely on it and even less rely on trade secrets. The SMEs rather rely on
speed to the market and they intensify their investments to do so. It has been, however, noticed
by the legislators that:
“Remaining barriers for entrepreneurs to bring "ideas to market" must be removed:
better access to finance, particularly for SMEs, affordable Intellectual Property Rights, smarter
and more ambitious regulation and targets, faster setting of interoperable standards and
strategic use of our massive procurement budgets.” (European Commission, 2010, p.3)
Nevertheless, current economic conditions and policies did not change enough to enable
SMEs to increase their investments in R&D or protection of innovations. We can, therefore,
conclude that the food and drink industry, which belongs to the low-tech sector, is not correctly
evaluated. We argue that for the low value sectors, the optimal solution to increase profits and/or
maintain competitive advantage can be the use of Open innovation and, particularly, R&D
pooling.
Relying on our results, and those of other authors’, it can be conclude that the EU’s
current R&D policy needs to be improved and it can be seen that the right approach to do so is
by encouraging SME companies to search for new opportunities from outside their own
environment. Instead of operating only locally, they have to change their objectives and start
using different sources of knowledge. Furthermore, as they do not have enough resources to
acquire new technologies, or hire skilled experts, they should pool the knowledge from the
outside. Some researchers have already acknowledged that the European patent system is
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insufficient for SMEs, i.e. Leiponen and Byma (2009), therefore, the system and the institutions
need to be modified or created from the beginning, in order to simplify and provide easier access
to patent protection. It was also emphasized by the EC (2010, p.15) that:
“A critical issue for innovation investments in Europe is the cost and complexity of
patenting. Obtaining a patent protection for all 27 EU Member States is currently at least 15
times more expensive than patent protection in the US19, largely due to translation and legal
fees. The absence of a cheap and simple EU patent is a tax on innovation. The EU Patent has
become a symbol for Europe’s failure on innovation.”
Additionally, it should be emphasized that changes in the R&D and innovation strategies
are not the only task for the food industry. There are more challenges like food security, food
chain management or matters concerning the consumer needs and micro-machine processing
which confronts the sector (Wijnands et al., 2006). However, in order to be able to implement
these modifications and/or improvements, firms have to change their approach and start to
consider the market as a permanent challenge that needs to be constantly supplied with new
products, processes and ideas. Therefore, they have to be capable of cooperating with high-tech
companies, such as pharmaceutical, biotechnology, packaging, services, ICT and the other
supply chain players. The other solution is to engage in collaboration with international food
companies, research institutes and universities in specially designed places like the Food Valley
in the Netherlands, where all of these institutions are intensively cooperating and therefore are
able to increase the knowledge transfer.
Finally, for future research, spillovers should be included in the model and assessment of
the magnitude of its reinforcement effects on the results from our model. Also, it will be
interesting to empirically test the model developed in this study.
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